The Faculty of Science of the University of Fribourg/Switzerland and the Department of Medicine invite applications for a tenured position of an

**Associate Professor in Immunology**

Qualified applicants must have an outstanding track record of successful independent research in the field of immunology.

The successful candidate will develop an internationally recognized competitive research programme in immunology sustained by external funding. Teaching competences in immunology at university level is expected.

The closing date for applications is 20 April 2017. More information at: www.unifr.ch/science/positions

---

**NEED TO RECRUIT?**

Recruiting through *The Journal of Immunology* is an economical way to reach your target audience—the immunology community. Why pay more to reach geologists and physicists when you are seeking immunologists?

A ¼ page ad in *The JI* costs $865.

For further information contact:
Steve West
Media West, Inc.
856-432-1501
stevewest@ads-theji.org

---

**Next in *The JI***

features articles published online ahead of print in *The Journal of Immunology* at www.jimmunol.org.

Articles incorporate author proof corrections but may differ from the final published version. The date of online release is posted on each article and is the official date of publication. Print issues are released twice a month.

Subscribe to **Email Alerts** at www.jimmunol.org to be notified when new content is published, either single articles ahead-of-print or full issues.